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See Road Runner page 3B
MOST OF the time Wile E. Coyote sits on the dash. For this photo he is enjoying some fresh air.

A Sublime ‘69 Road Runner with a “Beep-Beep” attitude

FEATURE PHOTOS BY DENNIS WARDEN AND ROXIE MURPHY
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Whether you drive a classic, a junker or a new car…Whether you drive a classic, a junker or a new car…
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 let us do the work! let us do the work!

As Always, As Always, 

the Lowest Gas 
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Prices Around!
Prices Around!
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Hicks Auto Sales & Autobody Hicks Auto Sales & Autobody 
573-646-3820573-646-38201200 Highway 28

Bland, MO  • www.HicksAutoSales.com

‘14 Ford
Focus SE
Excellent cond.
46,485 mi.
$8,450

‘15 Chevy  
Suburban 1500 
LTZ 4WD
142,650 mi.
$23,950

‘01 Chevy 
2500HD Ext. 
Cab 4WD
185,783 mi.
$9,950

‘16 Jeep
Renegade 
Trailhawk 4WD
71,534 mi.
$14,950

BY ROXIE MURPHY
ASSISTANT EDITOR
rmurphy@wardpub.com

James Goggin is a race car man, but his 
first love is a 1969 lime green Plymouth Road 
Runner that his children fondly calls“Beep-
Beep.”

The Road Runner is a mid-sized car that 
focused on performance and was fast in its 
day. As a race car, Goggin enters it in the 
daily driver class.

“I’ve had the car since I was 18 years 
old,” said Goggin, owner of Xccelerator 
Transporting, LLC in Rosebud. “I painted 
it when I was 20.”

The original car wasn’t much to look at 
23 years ago when he bought it. While the 
body was in decent condition, it averaged 
at least two different colors — primer and 
forest green.

“It came out of Georgia,” Goggin said. 
“I bought it from my dad who bought it to 
flip. I ended up purchasing it from him.”

Goggin said he completely rebuilt the car 
and it became one of his first collectors. He 
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See Road Runner page 4B

Road Runner • 
From page 2B

JAMES GOGGIN’S ‘69 Plymouth Road Runner came from Georgia with two 
tones, primer and F8 Dark Forrest Green paint. Now it sports a Sublime Green 
color popular with Chrysler sports cars for that era.

PHOTO SUBMITTED

WE DO UPHOLSTERYWE DO UPHOLSTERY

720 Wicker Lane • Jefferson City   573-634-7415
auto | home | marine | office

Hours: 
Monday - Friday 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

• AUTO UPHOLSTERY
• CONVERTIBLE TOPS
• FURNITURE
• OFFICE FURNITURE
• BOAT COVERS 
      & SEATS

Sales and Service, LLC

106B South L & D Drive •  Owensville, MO 65066

573-437-2999 Chuck
(573) 578-5082

George
(573) 578-5582

We are proud to carry

Passenger & Light Duty Truck Tires

On Site Repairs

previously owned a body shop in Owensville 
and painted the car himself.

“I know every flaw,” he said. “That’s why 
I hated painting cars. But I hate when other 
people do it too.”

For nearly 12 years the car sat 
in storage.

“About a month ago I decided to get it 
out and put a new motor, transmission, and 
rear-end under it and take it racing, all within 
a couple of weeks,” Goggin said. “For me, 
my life is the trucking, so when I get a minute 
to do something else I jump in full throttle 
to get something done.”

Beep-Beep is named for the sound the 
horn makes, specific to the 1968-70 models.

“All three of my kids called it that,” Gog-
gin said. “That one is their favorite cars.”

Goggin’s oldest daughter will be 23 in 
December and has made it clear that the 
Road Runner is the only car her father can 
never sell.

“When she was born, I had this car, it has 
always been the same color, and everyone has 
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See Road Runner page 5B
GOGGIN SHOWS off the 500 cubic inch V-8 with a six-pack on top which propels the car in the high 10s through the quarter mile.
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known this car since I was a kid,” Goggin 
said. “It’s nothin’ special, but it is to me. My 
mom and dad didn’t have a lot. Even though 
I purchased it from my dad, I feel like it is 
a part of him because my dad’s favorite car 
is a 1969. I grew up with that style car.”

Goggin said the Road Runner may not 
be his favorite car, but it means the most to 
him. He didn’t rebuild it to race it. 

“I raced with my dad in the early 2000s 
at a Monster MOPAR race,” he said.

His dad wasn’t a racer, though, and 
Goggin began racing on his own. Today, 
Goggin has his own fast car collection and 
previously raced another car in the daily 
driver class. It was recently banned from 
the class because it was too fast.

“I still wanted to race the class though,” 
Goggin said. “I thought, you know, I’ve 
always raced two classes. There is nothing 
special about this car, it has 500 cubic inch-
es with a six-pack — the six-pack is three 
two-barrel carburetors, and they called it a 
six-pack back in the day.

This car, you could jump in and take 
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TRENARY FALL SERVICE SPECIALS

Phone: 636-583-8000
 Hwy. 47 at Hwy. V
Union, MO 63084

www.JimTrenayUnion.com  OF UNION, MO

FREE WIPER 
BLADE 

INSTALLATION

 Purchasing OEM wiper blades from 
Jim Trenary  is your best choice. 
Now with Free Installation. Expires 
12/31/2023

COOLANT
FLUSH & FILL

Replace 100% of old, contaminated 
coolant with new, breaks down and 
eliminates deposits that effect PH, 
Protects against future rust, corrosion 
and deposits. Ensures engine oper-
ates at proper temperature, protects 
components of cooling system from 
extreme winter temperatures. Regular 
Price $159.95  Expires 12/31/2023

$2500
OFF*

OIL CHANGE 
OFFER

• No Charge Alignment Check & Tire 
Inspection
• Check protection level of coolant, no 
charge
•Check operation of cooling system, no 
charge.
 Expires 12/31/2023

$1000
OFF*

TRANSMISSION 
FLUID EXCHANGE

As a vehicle ages, contaminants that 
may cause damage to critical com-
ponents can enter the transmission. 
Our Automatic Transmission Fluid 
Exchange Service provides a thorough 
transmission fluid exchange designed 
to clean the system and ensure harm-
ful contaminants are removed. Expires 
12/31/2023

$2500
OFF*

We want your old tires. We’ll give you $25 per tire when you buy 4 with an alignment.*

*Limit of four tires traded in. Coupon required, not valid with any other offer for the same service. Only one coupon per service.

off to the grocery store. I drove it back and forth to 
Owensville probably 10 times the other day. There 
is no real feel to it.”

The 10-second car has a fiberglass lift hood, a 
special feature that allows easier access to the engine. 
The hood is secured by four hooks.

“Back in the drag racing days and even today, the 
hood is difficult to work around when you are working 

on the car,” Goggin said. “It’s all stock on the inside. 
The whole deal with getting it running again, I am 
hoping to have one more go at restoring the car back 
to original and repaint it,” he said. “All new interior, 
seat covers, and carpet. I have the stuff to restore it, I 
just haven’t had the time. Time passes by before you 
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111South 1st Street | Owensville Mo. 65066
573-437-8258 | curtmaninsuranceagency.com

Curtman
Insurance Agency

Still locally owned and operated

Farm~Home~Business~Auto~Life~Health~Accident~Special Events

Owners: John & 
Taylor Nowak 

Office Manager 
Rebecca Withouse

One stop shopping with multiple quotes
Several Companies to
Choose From

Buddy
KOPPELMANNKOPPELMANN
AUTO REPAIRAUTO REPAIR Services

573-225-5564573-225-5564

Brakes • Tune-Up • Engine 
Repairs • Steering & Suspension
BuddyKoppelmann@gmail.com

15 Years Experience 302 N. 1st St., Owensville  573-437-2240   

• Auto Refinishing • Frame Straightening 
• Car-o-liner Unibody Repair System • Written Warranty

• Air Filtration Downdraft Spray/Bake Paint Booth
• Guaranteed Paint Colormatch • ASE Certified Technicians 

BANG UP JOB? Don’t worry!!
WE’LL SET IT STRAIGHT WITHOUT PUTTING A BIG DENT IN YOUR WALLET.

Serving the area for over 42 Years!

know it.”
Wile E. Coyote has a front seat 

view on the dashboard of the Road 
Runner in a nod to the old Warner 
Bros cartoons. Plymouth paid an 
estimated $50,000 to Warner Bros 
to use the characters and the famous 
“beep-beep” for the horn.

“A lot of the stuff you’ll see, 
you’ll see the Coyote chasing and 
the Road Runner with his dust 
cloud,” Goggin said.

The car included 
stickers of the bird in its 
original production and 

Redline Tires 
“In 1969, the Road Runner bird 

(stickers) came from the factory,” 
Goggin said. “That’s what came 
on the cars. Chrysler did a lot of 
things like that, they had the bright 
colors.”

Goggin said he is a MOPAR 
guy. Part of his attachment to 
Chrysler brands comes from his 
grandfather Truman Goggin who 
worked for Chrysler in Fenton. His 
love extends to the exotic colors 

Chrysler used on its fast cars. He 
painted the car Sublime Green. If 
it does go back to its original color, 
it will be F8 Dark Forrest Green.

“When I rebuild it, I will put it 
back original along with the num-
ber matching motor that came out 
of this car. It was in the trunk of 
the car when I got it, and I had it 
rebuilt,” he said. “If I was gonna 
race it, I didn’t want to risk the 
motor. So I put another crate motor 
in the car.”

Goggin said he has pieces when 
he is ready for the rebuild.

“I’ve got the build sheet and 
everything for the car,” he said.

The original factory motor 
was in the trunk of the car when 
Goggin’s father, Glenn, purchased 
the vehicle.

As far as its racing credentials, 
Goggin raced the car at Builder’s 
Brawl Races on Oct. 21  and won 
second place. The Road Runner 
ran a high tens, low elevens second 
race in the quarter-mile stretch.

“For most people it’s fast,” he 
said. “I race it in a daily driver 
class. I just put a new motor and 

transmission in it to make a race 
that was two weeks ago.”

Goggin takes two cars to the 
races when he goes.

“I’ve been the only guy to race 
two classes at every event and 
the only guy to take two cars to 
the finals at every event,” he said. 

“I’ve raced it a lot and in a lot of 
different places.”

THE DASHBOARD and seats to the ‘69 Road Runner are on Goggin’s list to be restored.
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605 Raineri Circle • Owensville • 573-437-8470605 Raineri Circle • Owensville • 573-437-8470

GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCEGENERAL AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE
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Karen Stillman, Personal Lines Agent
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Derrick Tyree, Producer
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308 West Lincoln Ave., Owensville, Mo.
Here to serve your insurance needs

~ State Inspections
~ General Automotive Repair 
~ Oil Changes & Brake Service
~ Mount/Balance Tires . . . and 
       we also Sell NEW Tires
~ U-Haul rental station
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Truck Accessories & 
Classic Car Parts
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With information and facts from Wikipedia: 
The Plymouth Road Runner was named Motor 

Trend’s Car of the Year for 1969. It was the first 
budget muscle car, and came in three body styles, 
with a convertible added to the lineup.

Built from 1968 to 1980, the mid-size car was 
built in Detroit, Mich. and St. Louis, Mo. The car 
was developed as a lower-priced, basic trim model 
to the upscale Plymouth GTX.

The Road Runner of 1968-1970 was based on 
the Belvedere, while the GTX was based on the 
Sport Satellite, a car with higher-level trim and 
slight differences in the grilles and taillights.

The interior was spartan with a basic vinyl bench 
seat, lacking even carpets in early models, and few 
options were available — such as power steering and 
front disc brakes,AM radio, air conditioning (except with 
the 426 Hemi) and automatic transmission. A floor-mounted 
shifter (for the four-speed) featured only a rubber boot and 
no console so that a bench seat could be used.

The standard engine was an exclusive “Roadrunner” 
383 cu in (6.3 L) B-series V8 engine with a 4-barrel Carter 
Carburetor rated at 335 bhp (340 PS; 250 kW) at 5200 rpm 
and 425 lb. ft at 3400 rpm of torque.

 Its extra 5 hp  rating was the result of using the radical 
cam from the 440 Super Commando and a .25 raise in 
compression to 10.5:1 (vs. 10.25:1 with the 330 hp (246 
kW) 383). 

When air conditioning was ordered, the cars received 

the 330 hp version, as the radical cam specs of the 335 bhp 
version did not create enough vacuum to accommodate air 
conditioning. A $714 option was the 426 cu in (7.0 L) Hemi 
with 2X4 Carter AFB carburetors rated at 425 bhp at 5000 
rpm and 490 lb. ft at 4000 rpm of torque.

The standard equipment transmission was a 4-speed 
manual transmission with floor shifter, and the three-speed 
Torque Flite automatic transmission was optional. Early 
four-speed 1968 Road Runners featured Inland shifters, 
which were replaced by Hurst shifters during the course 
of the model year.

Plymouth expected to sell about 20,000 units in 1968; 
actual sales numbered around 45,000. This placed the Road 

Runner third in sales among muscle cars, with only the 
Pontiac GTO and Chevy’s SS-396 Chevelle outselling it. 

Dodge debuted the Road Runner’s cousin, the Super 
Bee, as a mid-1968 offering after seeing Plymouth’s 
success with the Road Runner.

The Road Runner added a convertible option for 
1969 with 2,128 such models produced that year. All 
were 383 cu in (6.3 L) engine cars, except for ten which 
were equipped with a 426 cu in (7.0 L) Hemi.

Sales of the 1970 Road Runner dropped by more 
than 50 percent over the previous year to around 41,000 
units (about 1,000 ahead of Pontiac’s GTO but still about 
13,000 units behind Chevy’s Chevelle SS-396/454). 

This would also be the last year of the Road Runner 
convertible with 834 total productions. Only 3 Hemi 
(R) code Road Runner convertibles were built (plus 1 

to Canada). 
The declining sales of Road Runner and other muscle cars 

were the results of a move by insurance companies to add 
surcharges for muscle car policies — making insurance pre-
miums for high-performance vehicles a costly proposition. 

Also, Plymouth introduced another bargain-basement 
muscle car for 1970, the compact Road Runner 340 which 
was powered by a 275 hp 340 4-BBL V8 which in the light-
er-weight compact A-body could perform as well if not better 
than a 383 Road Runner. Furthermore, the Road Runner 
340 was priced even lower than the Road Runner, and its 
smaller engine qualified it for much lower insurance rates.

1969 Plymouth Road Runner: Motor Trend’s Car of the Year
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404 S. Hwy. 19 • OwenSville • 573.437.6000

Good thru Nov. 30, 2023
See store for details.

SAVE ON VALVOINE OIL 
CHANGE AND SERVICE

Coverdell Glass llc
Auto and Residential Glass and Mirrors

AJ Branstetter
502 S. Franklin (573) 885-4199
Cuba, MO 65453 Fax: (573) 885-4293

Email: coverdellautoglass@gmail.com

Muscle Cars: Because no kid 
grew up with a poster of a 
Honda Civic in their room.

Five tips for buying a teen’s first vehicle
Adolescence is an exciting time in a 

young person’s life, but one specific 
development may eclipse all others 

in the level of excitement it generates: get-
ting a driver’s license. The ability to legally 
drive affords teenagers, long dependent on 
family or friends to get around, much more 
freedom. 

While most teenagers hone their driving 
skills by borrowing the family car, over 
time teens may need a car of their own. 
Buying a car is an important financial de-
cision. Whether a teen is purchasing a new 
or preowned vehicle, there are some tips 
to consider to secure a vehicle that is safe, 
affordable and reliable.

• Is the time right? Everyone in the house-
hold may be anxious to add an extra car to 
the mix because it may alleviate trying to 
juggle use of one of the other family cars. 
However, do not rush into the transaction. 
In recent years, a lack of inventory related 
to the pandemic drove up the prices of both 
new and pre-owned vehicles. Families may 
need to wait until inventory increases and 
prices drop.

• Establish expectations. Parents and 
teens should have frank conversations about 
responsibilities regarding buying cars. Talk 
about who will be paying for the vehicle 
as well as insurance, maintenance and all 
of the other expenses that go into vehicle 

ownership.
• Financing may not be an option. Teen-

agers typically have no credit history, so 
it’s unlikely they will secure automotive 
loans without a co-signer. Furthermore, 
teens under the age of 18 may find they are 
not legally able to sign contracts or have a 
vehicle title in their name. In such instanc-
es, an adult will have to hold the title and 
ownership until the teen turns 18.

• Prioritize safety. According to Honda, 
motor vehicles are the leading cause of 
teenage death, so it is vital to find a reli-
able and safe car or truck. Vehicle size, 
crash test performance and safety features 
are the most important factors to consider 
when looking at cars for teens. A car with 
a high safety rating also may translate to 
discounted auto insurance, which can be 
a big help considering teens typically pay 
more out of pocket for insurance.

• Opt for a used vehicle. While a shiny 
new car parked in the driveway is appealing, 
preowned vehicles are more affordable. The 
insurance premiums on new cars are higher, 
and teens don’t have as much driving expe-
rience, so dings and dents may be par for 
the course. It can be more costly to repair 
a new vehicle than an older one.

Families must consider a host of factors 
when looking for a teenager’s first car. 
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Summer and fall can stake their claim 
as road trip season, and even devoted 
drivers may admit that winter is gener-

ally a less desirable time to take to the open 
road. The elements factor heavily into that 
reputation, as fewer hours of daylight, snow 
and ice are just some of the variables that 
can make it less enjoyable, and potentially 
more dangerous, to drive in winter.

In anticipation of adverse driving condi-
tions, vehicle owners can take various steps 
to prepare their cars and trucks for winter.

• Upgrade your wiper blades. Perhaps 
nothing is compromised more than visibility 
when driving in winter compared to other 
times of year. Snow makes it hard to see 
when driving, but fewer hours of daylight 
also can affect visibility. In fact, the Insur-
ance Institute for Highway Safety reports 
that approximately half of all fatal crashes 
occur between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., even 
though the number of drivers on the road 
during those hours is considerably lower 
than it is during the daytime. The difficulty 
of driving at night is even more significant 
when wiper blades are not up to the task of 
keeping rain and snow off drivers’ wind-
shields. Prior to winter, inspect wiper blades 
and upgrade them, if necessary. Streaks left 
on a windshield are a telltale sign that blades 
need to be replaced.

• Purchase winter tires. Winter tires may 
not be necessary in regions with relatively 
mild winters. However, drivers accustomed 
to winters marked by heavy snowfall and/
or icy roads should consider replacing their 

existing tires with winter tires. Many newer 
vehicles are now equipped with all-season 
tires, which the tire experts at Bridgestone 
note provide great performance but are 
not designed to handle extreme winter 
conditions like snow and ice. Winter tires 
are specially designed to handle such con-
ditions, making them a worthy investment 
for drivers who live in regions where it’s 
not unusual to encounter snow and ice 
throughout the winter.

• Study up on your engine oil. Some 
vehicle manufacturers recommend different 
grades of oil depending on the range of 
temperatures a car or truck will be driven 
in. The owner’s manual will likely indicate 
if the manufacturer recommends using a 
different type of engine oil in especially cold 
temperatures. Even if the manual does not 
include such a suggestion, drivers can seek 
the advice of a local mechanic.

• Schedule a pre-winter tuneup. Even 
if a vehicle is not due for a tuneup, it can 
be wise to have it looked over by a local 
mechanic before the arrival of harsh winter 
weather. A mechanic can check the radiator, 
hoses and other components that could be 
affected by especially cold weather in the 
months to come. If any issues are found, 
address them immediately. After all, it’s 
better to be proactive than leave yourself 
vulnerable to breakdowns or other issues 
once the mercury drops.

As fall gives way to winter, drivers can 
take steps to keep their cars running strong 
and safe in the months ahead.

How to prepare your 
car for winter

ALL-NEW, 
PREMIUM ROLL-
UP COVER WITH 

AN XTRA-LOW 
PROFILE

FIND THE BEST TRUCK ACCESSORIES AT ACCESSORIES UNLIMITED

INSTANT SAVINGSINSTANT SAVINGS

INSTANT SAVINGSINSTANT SAVINGS

OF $200 Off AMP Research Powerstep

OF $200 ON RETRAXPOR MX
AND RETRAXPRO XR

OFFER VALID NOV. 22 - NOV. 28, 2023

OFFER VALID NOV. 22 - NOV. 28, 2023
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Warning signs that brakes are faltering
Automotive problems are often 

best left to professionals. Though 
seasoned car enthusiasts may 

be capable of diagnosing and fixing 
car troubles without the assistance of a 
trusted mechanic, most drivers are better 
off letting the pros address issues under 
the hood.

But drivers can still play a vital role in 
vehicle maintenance. Learning to recog-
nize warning signs of various problems 
that can affect cars can prevent break-
downs and potentially costly repairs. 
And in certain instances, such as when 
the brake system is not working properly, 
knowing how to spot problems before 
they escalate into something larger can 
make drivers and their passengers safer 
and potentially prevent accidents. 

Television shows and movies have lent 
credence to the notion that brake problems 
are marked by the sudden cessation of a 
vehicle’s ability to stop. Though that can 
happen, warning signs of fading brake 
systems tend to be more subtle. 

• Noises: Much like a knocking sound 
typically indicates a problem with a vehi-
cle’s air-fuel ration mixture, certain noises 
also suggest there are problems with the 
brakes. The most noticeable such sign is 
a high-pitched squeal that occurs when 
drivers apply the brakes. But grinding 
sounds and noises like scratching and 
scraping also warrant a visit to a brake 
specialist.

• Increase in stopping distance: An 
increase in the distance a vehicle trav-
els before it stops after the brakes are 
applied indicates that there’s an issue 
with the brakes. This issue may or may 
not require a brake replacement. In fact, 
it’s sometimes indicative that brake fluid 
levels are low, which can be remedied 
quickly and easily. However, an increase 
in stopping distance is significant enough 

that it should be brought to the attention 
of a brake specialist immediately. 

• Pulling upon stopping: Another 
warning sign of brake problems is when 
the vehicle noticeably pulls to one side 
as it comes to a stop. This indicates that 
one side of the brakes is malfunctioning 
while the other is working properly. Like 
other issues with brakes, this one requires 
immediate attention from an automotive 
professional.

Brake systems should be inspected 
during routine maintenance visits. But 
issues with brakes can arise even after 
such inspections, which underscores how 
important it is that drivers learn to recog-
nize the warning signs of brake problems.
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Notable roads to drive in North America
With so much land and a wide va-

riety of terrain, North America is 
an ideal place to take to the open 

road. Indeed, car enthusiasts have answered 
the call of the open road since automobiles 
became a vital part of people’s lives decades 
and decades ago. 

Road trips remain a fun and popular way 
to travel. With so many miles of highway 
ahead of them, drivers can consider this list of 
notable roads in North America as they plan 
to see some sights from behind the wheel.

Highway 12 (Utah) 
The unique landscapes of the American 

southwest are on display along Highway 12 
in southern Utah. Along Highway 12, road 
trippers can motor their way through national 
parks while taking in breathtaking natural 
views and the region’s distinct slickrock.

Lake Shore Drive (Chicago)
Though this 15-mile stretch of road won’t 

make for a long journey, it’s definitely one 
to take in when visiting the Windy City. 
Drive along the shore of Lake Michigan, 
looking out one side of the vehicle to take 
in its sandy shores and the other to see the 
stunning Chicago skyline.

Pacific Rim Highway                 
(Vancouver)

A truly engaging experiences awaits vis-
itors to Vancouver’s Pacific Rim Highway, 
which features the stunning natural beauty 
Canada is known for. Ancient rainforests, 
awe-inspiring mountain ranges and sandy, 
secluded beaches are just a handful of the 
sights to see along this breathtaking stretch 
of road.

Great River Road 
 Drivers with plenty of time on their hands 

can traverse the Great River Road, which 

is a collection of state and local roads that 
follow the course of the Mississippi River. 
There’s plenty to take in on this stretch of 
scenic roadway that snakes its way through 
10 states.

Highway 60 Corridor (Ontario)
The Highway 60 Corridor passes through 

the southern portion of Algonquin Park. 
Geological formations, pristine rivers and 
expansive forests are just some of the stun-
ning natural features and idyllic settings 
that await drivers who take to the corridor.

Highway 50 (Nevada) 
Though it might seem impossible in a 

nation with more than 330 million residents, 
there are still places in the United States 
where drivers can feel alone and isolated. 
Perhaps nowhere provides that feeling of 
solitude better than the stretch of Highway 50 
in Nevada. Pony Express stations and other 
abandoned relics of a bygone era are just a 
few of the sights to see on this lonely stretch 
of highway that provides stunning views of 
the southwest’s signature expansive skies.

Highland Scenic Highway 
(West Virginia)

Drivers who take to the Western Scenic 
Highway in West Virginia will gain a greater 
appreciation for the late John Denver’s hit 
song, “Take Me Home, Country Roads.” The 
Highland Scenic Highway snakes through 
the Monongahela National Forest, which 
boasts more than its share of breathtaking 
views. Road trippers should know that the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture strongly 
discourages traveling the road between 
November and April, as conditions can be 
especially treacherous in winter.

Millions of miles of highways with 
breathtaking views await road trippers 
throughout North America.
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573-486-3113
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HERMANN FORD
*Up to six quarts of Motorcraft® oil and Motorcraft oil filter. Hybrid battery test excluded. See participating U.S. dealership for exclusions and details through 12/31/23. Motorcraft® is a registered 
trademark of Ford Motor Company.

When you get The Works®, you get a synthetic blend oil change, tire rotation, vehicle checkup and so much more. * 
All performed by the experts at Ford Service.

The Works®* Synthetic Blend Oil Change and More
• Tire Rotation and Pressure Check

• Brake Inspection • Vehicle Checkup
• Fluid Top-Off • Battery Test

• Filter Check • Belts and Hoses Check

JIM KREUTZER, Owner

573-437-3636
573-308-5349 cell

We work on domestic & foreign 
vehicles, diesel & gas engines, and 
big trucks including road tractors

Drake 
automotive

2 MILES OUT OF DRAKE ON MORRE ROAD

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 8 TO 6; SATURDAY 8 TO 1; SUNDAY BY APPT.

The best-selling EVs on the road today
Electric vehicles (EVs) are more visible 

on the roadways than ever before. Re-
search indicates that EVs are likely to 

become even more visible in the years ahead. 
In fact, a recent report from Extrapolate 
on the global electric vehicle market size 
estimated that the market would grow from 
roughly $230 billion in 2021 to nearly $700 
billion by 2028. That means it’s likely there 
will be even more EVs on the roadways in 
the immediate future.

The increased visibility of EVs has un-
doubtedly piqued the curiosity of drivers 
who have never before driven such vehi-
cles, but might hope to do so sometime 
in the near future. Drivers accustomed to 
gas-powered vehicles who aspire to own 
an EV may be surprised to learn that there 
are now many more styles and models of 
EVs on the road than in the past. EVs are 
even available in popular styles like SUVs. 
Data from the International Energy Agency 
indicates there were 51 EV SUV models 
available in the United States and 19 such 
EV models in Canada in 2022. That marks 
a significant increase in both countries since 
2018, when the U.S. had just 11 EV SUV 
models available and Canada had just two.

With more options to choose from, 
prospective EV buyers may wonder which 
EV models are currently the most popular. 
According to Kiplinger, the following were 
the 10 best-selling EV models in the U.S. 
in 2022.

1. Tesla Model Y
2. Tesla Model 3
3. Tesla Model S
4. Kia EV6
5. Tesla Model X
6. Ford Mustang Mach-E
7. Chevrolet Bolt
8. Hyundai IONIQ 5
9. Volkswagen ID.4
10. Ford F-150 Lightning
The cost of EVs varies widely, so pro-

spective drivers may want to do a little 
homework prior to beginning the process of 

purchasing an electric vehicle. Government 
incentives may help to mitigate EV costs, 
but prospective buyers can still benefit by 
determining their budget and then identify-
ing which EVs they can afford. Ancillary 
costs, which may include a home charging 
station installation, also should be factored 
in when determining the overall cost of 
switching from gas-powered vehicles to 
EVs. Potential cost savings of EVs, including 
the savings related to no longer needing to 
pay for fuel, are some additional variables 
that prospective buyers must consider.

EVs are more visible than ever, and 
prospective buyers have many options to 
consider as they look into switching from 
gas-powered to electric vehicles. 
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COUNTY SEAT MOTORSCOUNTY SEAT MOTORS
THANKSGIVING SPECIALS

Check Out Our Full Inventory 
in HD Online at www.

countyseatmotorsinc.com
3 (of 100) Great Reasons to Buy From 

County Seat:
1) Selection    2) Credit Union Financing*    

3) Service Protection Plans
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’18 FORD F-150 XLT
4x4, XLT, 4dr, SuperCrew, 

5.5 ft. SB #P11172

’19 CHEVY CRUZE LT 
1.4L Turbocharger, 

Auto 6 Speed, 38 MPG Hwy., 
#P11193

‘16 CHEVY TAHOE LTZ
4x4, LTZ, 4dr, SUV, Auto 

6 Speed #P11126

’2020 CHEVY 
EQUINOX PREMIER

4x4, Premier 4dr SUV w/1LZ, 
Auto 5 Speed # P11109

’18 DODGE JOURNEY 
CROSSROAD

AWD Crossroad 4dr SUV, 
Auto 6 Speed #P11063

‘16 FORD TRANSIT 350
V8, Auto 6 Speed, RWD, Fuel 

Flex, Low Roof Cargo Van, 
#P11163

’08 CHEVY EXPRESS 3500
3500 2dr Com/Cutaway/
Chassis 139-177 in. WB 

#P11117

’17 CHEVY TAHOE 
PREMIER

4x4 Premier 4dr SUV., 
Auto 6 Speed #P11152

’99 CHEVROLET 
CORVETTE

Manual 6-Speed, 5.7L V8  
#P11192

’19 RAM 1500 LARAMIE
4x4, 4dr Crew Cab 5.6 ft. 
SB Pickup, Auto 8 Speed 

#P11167

’20 CHEVY EQUINOX LT
4dr SUV w/1LT 

1.5L Turbocharger 
#P11007

’14 RAM 1500 EXPRESS
4x4 Express 4dr Crew Cab 

5.5 ft. SB Pickup, #P11191A

’2016 JEEP PATRIOT 
SPORT

2.0L, CVT, FWD, 
#P11188

’19 CHEVROLET 
SILVERADO 1500 LD LT
4x2 LT 4dr Double Cab 6.5 ft. 
SB Auto 6 Speed, #P11166

’11 RAM 1500 ST
4x2 ST 2dr Regular Cab 
6.3 ft. SB Pickup, Auto 5 

Speed #P11171

’07 GMC SIERRA 
2500HD CLASSIC SL1

6.0L V8, Auto 4 Speed, RWD 
Extended Cab SB #P11157

$11,995 $19,995 $15,995 $13,995 $6,995

$15,995 $31,995 $14,995 $29,995 $23,995 $20,995

$12,995 $17,995 $35,995 $19,959

$21,495

Modern car features drivers love
Mdodern vehicles are technological marvels, 

which has had a profound effect not only on 
how much drivers enjoy driving, but also 

how much they’re spending to get behind the wheel. 
Data from Cox Automotive indicates that the aver-

age transaction price of a new vehicle in March 2023 
was just over $48,000. That can raise the eyebrows 
of any budget-conscious car enthusiast, but it’s also 
worth noting that modern vehicles have become more 
economical in other ways. For instance, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency indicated that the average 
fuel efficiency for new cars recently improved to a 
record 25.4 miles per gallon. More fuel-efficient cars 
and trucks can lower the costs of vehicle ownership.

Many drivers feel that, in addition to being more 
fuel-efficient, modern vehicles are more fun. That’s 
because modern vehicles boast a number of popular 
creature comforts that have changed the way people 
drive. Drivers who haven’t shopped for a new car in 
recent years can look for any number of fun features 
as they begin their search for a new vehicle.

• Electronic door handles: Though not as common 
as some features, electronic door handles provide a 
futuristic, if not entirely necessary, feel. These door 
handles automatically extend out when drivers ap-
proach their cars and then retract when not in use. 

This feature is mainly about style, but it also reduces 
aerodynamic drag, which can help save fuel or, in 
electric vehicles, improve driving range.

• Touchscreens: Screens feature prominently in 
many parts of the average person’s day, so why not 
when they’re in their vehicles as well? Though ve-
hicle touchscreens have been around for years, auto 
manufacturers are increasingly switching controls for 
other components, including windshield wipers, to 
touchscreens, making for a more sleek interior design 
that is largely button- and knob-free. In addition, var-
ious manufacturers are offering larger touchscreens, 
which can simplify driving in cars that no longer 
feature physical controls.

• Keyless entry: Keyless entry systems, though 
not new, are another component that can provide a 
futuristic feel. Keyless entry systems once enabled 
drivers to keep their key fobs in their pocket and sim-
ply unlock their vehicles by pressing a button on the 
door handle. Though some manufacturers still offer 
button keyless entry systems, more modern systems 
automatically unlock as drivers reach for the handle 
or pull it open.

• Head-up display: Arguably as futuristic a 
feature as car buyers may encounter, the head-up 
display feature puts information directly in drivers’ 

line of sight so they are never 
looking anywhere but toward the 
road. Information such as vehicle 
speed and navigation instructions 
are projected onto the interior of 
the windshield, not unlike similar 

systems that have long been uti-
lized in military planes.

Modern vehicles are loaded 
with futuristic features that can 
make driving more fun.
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Complete Auto Service:Complete Auto Service:

AUTO REPAIR

15 West 5th Street, Gerald, MO
Shop: 573-764-5880

STEVE KAMPERSTEVE KAMPER
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Including: AC Repair • Tune-Ups • Batteries 
• Brakes • State Inspections 

We know what’s up Under the Hood
maintenance 
brake service
 tune-ups 
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 flush & fill

Dry fork steel 
& Supply, LLC

1360 Hwy. CC • Bland, MO

573-417-0511
www.dryforksteel.com

Three simple maintenance strategies that can keep 
cars running longer

The last few years have not proven the 
most advantageous times for new car 
buyers. According to the Consumer 

Price Index Summary from the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, buyers paid 12.2 
percent more for new vehicles in January 
2022 than they had in January 2021. Faced 
with such a significant increase in price, 
many drivers understandably want to keep 
their current cars longer than they might 
have initially planned.

Data released by S&P Global Mobility in 
early 2022 indicated that the average vehicle 
on the road is 12 years and two months old, 
which marked the highest number in the 
20-plus years such information was tracked. 
A host of variables affect how long drivers 
keep their cars, but the rising cost of new 
vehicles has undoubtedly compelled many 
drivers to aspire to keep their cars for longer 
periods of time. 

Aging cars may require a little more 
TLC than vehicles that are right off the 
dealership lot. But the following are three 
simple tips that can help drivers keep their 
cars running longer.

1. Become a more careful driver. A careful 
approach when behind the wheel is safer 
than aggressive driving and beneficial for 
your vehicle. When starting, avoid revving 
the engine, which needlessly wears it down. 
When out on the road, avoid rapid acceler-
ations, which also contributes to needless 
wear and tear. Even excessive idling can 
adversely affect the engine, so keep winter 
warm-ups to around 30 seconds to prevent 
damage to engine components.

2. Know when and how to fill up. Every 

driver has likely visited a filling station when 
an oil tanker is busily filling the tanks. That’s 
traditionally been considered a less than ideal 
time to fill up, as the theory is that filling the 
tanks stirs up sediment that could then find 
its way into consumers’ gas tanks, adversely 
affecting their vehicles. However, that’s of-
ten dependent on the station itself and how 
much its owners prioritize maintenance of 
the tank and filtration systems. Drivers who 
trust their local station owners can likely 
fill up when the tankers are present without 
worry. In addition, avoid topping off once 
the nozzle clicks when filling up. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency notes that 
topping off is harmful to the planet and the 
vehicle, as gasoline needs room to expand. 
When you top off, the extra gas may damage 
the vapor collection system and cause the 
vehicle to run less efficiently.

3. Change oil more frequently as the 
vehicle ages. It’s true that modern vehicles 
no longer require oil changes for every 3,000 
miles driven. However, as vehicles age, driv-
ers and their vehicles’ engines may benefit 
from more frequent oil changes than the 
owner’s manual necessarily recommends. 
Oil changes remove dirt and metal particles 
from the engine, potentially contributing 
to a longer life expectancy. More frequent 
changes can be especially beneficial for 
vehicles that are routinely driven in stop-
and-go traffic.

Rising vehicle costs have compelled 
many drivers to keep their cars longer than 
they initially planned. Some simple strate-
gies can help drivers achieve that goal.

Subscribe to the Republican for three years and save $20. Call 
573-437-2323 today for details.
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Four strategies to keep kids 
occupied on long car trips

Road trips and self-driving vacations 
tend to produce their own unique 
moments and memories, but that 

doesn’t mean they don’t share certain charac-
teristics. Lately, those characteristics might 
be high gas prices and more traffic as many 
vacationers drive in an effort to circumvent 
the escalating cost of air travel. For parents, 
one component of road trips to count on like 
clockwork is the moment when kids ask, 
“Are we there yet?”

A frustration moms and dads from all 
walks of life and across all generations 
can share, bored children calling out from 
the backseat can try any parent’s patience. 
Thankfully, parents can utilize these four 
strategies to keep kids occupied on long 
car trips.

1. Take out the tablet. Unlike their own 
parents, modern moms and dads have a 
reliable ally in the fight against backseat 
boredom. Tablets can be loaded with all sorts 
of entertainment, from e-books to movies to 
interactive activities to school lessons. Rules 
governing device usage may be a part of life 
at home, but parents can relax those rules on 
the road to ensure kids stay occupied until 
the family arrives at its destination.

2. Encourage kids to scrapbook the trip. 
If a road trip involves visiting multiple 
destinations, parents can encourage kids 
to spend some time scrapbooking their 

experiences in the backseat. Kids can write 
about the previous day’s activities and paste 
ticket stubs and other mementos from the 
trip into their book. 

3. Transform the backseat into a play area. 
Parents may prefer their vehicles remain 
toy-free most of the time, but transforming 
the backseat into a play area can ensure kids 
have plenty of things to do and less time to 
dwell on how long it’s taking to get from 
point A to point B. Avoid packing anything 
that can be turned into a projectile, especially 
for children who aren’t yet school-aged. 
But be sure to include some books, puzzles, 
dolls/action figures, and handheld games.

4. Time the trip well. Of course, kids don’t 
necessarily need to be actively engaged in 
an activity in order to be occupied during 
a road trip. If possible, depart in the wee 
small hours of the morning, which can pay 
a host of dividends. Leaving before sunrise 
reduces the chances of being stuck in traffic, 
thus cutting back on the amount of time the 
family spends in the car. Leaving early also 
increases the chances that kids will spend 
a good portion of the trip sleeping in the 
backseat. 

Road trips with young kids in tow can 
try any parent’s patience. But some useful 
strategies to keep kids occupied on long car 
trips can make such excursions much more 
enjoyable for everyone.

Fetch A Great Deal.
All the news, sports, features and classified ads 

every Wednesday for only a buck.



 — including ATV & Lawn/Garden!

GOODYEAR 
TRAILRUNNER AT
$11900
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See Jost Tire, your independent Tire Dealer, for any of the following brands…

116 E. PETERS AVE., • OWENSVILLE, MO  65066
573.437.TIRE (8473) • www.JostTire.com

JOST TIRE CO., INC.

ALL TIRE PRICES INCLUDE MOUNTING AND COMPUTER BALANCING

68 years of doing it right…has made Jost Tire the Leader!

All-Season tires. Developed for use 
on new cars and light trucks, these 
tires provide a versatile blend of ride 
quality, noise comfort, treadwear, 
handling and year-round traction, 
even in light snow. 

Full Service Kendall Oil Change

          Kendall
GT-1

Engine Oil

          Kendall
Super DXA Diesel 

Engine Oil

$$4444.95.95

$$9999.95.95

Limited time offer. Some restrictions apply; see store for details.

Hunter Hawkeye 
Elite 

Alignments

NOW DOINGWE DO BRAKES & EXHAUST WORK

Schedule your FREE 
Quick Check Today!

Stop in today for an evaluation of your vehicle’s 
         brakes and exhaust system!


